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EDITORIAL
Customarily we give little space to editorials. This is, I presume, my last, since this issue is
my last. That it should be the vehicle for Ted Chapman's excellent textbook excerpt is
highly gratifying.

The title of the Chapman opus remains undecided but the work will consist of
approximately ten chapters.. Each will deal in this same, comprehensive, manner with a

binding style, e.g. cased, library-style, sawn-in, extra-letterpress and so on. Other chapters
will be on special techniques, e.g. sewing (endpapers, sections, endbands etc.), endpapers,
and box/slipcase making. Permission to reprint or copy any of lftis work cannot be given
without the publishe r's and the author's assenl.

For myself it is clear to most that I have obtained much satisfaction from my work. It
has also given me pleasure, most of the time, to serve you in the Guild Committee. We are
a much stronger and more professional body than ever before. Your officers, acting and
unpaid as they say in the service, have served you well.
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1bday, however, the NSW Guild is much larger and includes many sorrs of people -
conservators, paper reslorers, calligraphers, librarians, booksellers, tradesmen and women

and all of thise people earn a crust from the world of books, their restoratiolr and

preservation.
Those who founded our brave band consisted, largelY, of a few Tbchnical College

teachers and some retired professionals. This section has also grown in size and range or

career-source. This change is, partly, the reason for the proposal to rename ourselves the

'NSW Bookbinders Guild'. Those of you who wish to develop factional interests are free to

do so. The committee is always seeking new members who wish to represent any faction or

goup within the Guild membership. What we do not want are small factions trying to speak

ior the entire membership - worldwide. That is not only undemocratic but it would rapidly

cause a diminution of our number. If binding companies or trades people or designers or

conservators wish to air their opinions or try to achieve extra consideration for their group

view then the proper method ii to stand for the committee and speak therc. Tlrut is your

forum..
Now if you do not feel part of a faction then write as an individual to the editor of this

journal. Youi letter will always be published. If you wish to praise anybody or anything,

do so; the same applies to complaints and grievances. Now the fact that the journal is

supplied to ACT, Queensland and WA. (and soon, we hope, SA.) guilds means that every

on!- of their members has a free voice in this journal. This applies to our many other

subscribers in New Tnaland, the US. and other countries.

This isyour journal, but it is also for us all.
R.F. Abbey

1.1.5 Reinforce the outside of the first and last
s€ctions with 25mm wide calico strips cut
with the grain.

Fig. I Fold sections

Paste the calico and lay on to the section so
that 5mm exlends onto the inner side (the side
adjacent to the rest of the sections) wrapping
the remainder snugly around the fold onto the
outer side (the side adjacent to the endpaper)
without stretching the calico.

ACCOUNT BOOK MAKING: SEQUENCE OF
OPERAIIONS

1. Preparatory Work

1.1 Fold, press & reinforce the sections
1.1.1 Check the quality and squareness of the ruling

ofeach sheet and reject any that are not up to
standard.

L.1.2 C-ount off five sheets at a time and fold them
in half into gatherings of 20 pages, running a
bone folder along the fold of each gathering to
sharpen it.
* This will give a neater secion than folding
individual sheets and then inserting them.* Take care to fold squarely or ruling will be
ont of square on the finished book

1.1.3 Fold sufficient sections for the book,
adjusting the number of sheets in one or more
sections, if necessary, to come up with the
required number of pages.* Remember to allow two extra pages (one
leafl for the paste up sheets next to the
endpapers. These strengthen the book and
enable it to open with a 'double spread' or
folio opening after the endpaper ratlter than a
single ruled page.

1.1.4 Press the sections between clean pressing
boards to completely flatten and consolidate
them.
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1.1.6 l:rge books may be further reinforced with
narrbwer strips of calico (say 6mm - 12mm
depending on the spine margin width) both in
the centre and around the outside of the first
and last few sections.
* Rather than having two consecutive sections
with calico arowtd them, every alternate
section should be lined around tlrc next to
outside sheet of that section. This will
improve adhesion when the spine is glued up.

1.2 Make up the endpapers
1.2.1 For each pair of endpapers to be made up, cut

to the same length as the ruled ledger sheets
(head to tail):
i. Two strips of buckram or bookcloth

(suitably coloured) approximately 30mm
wide.

ii. Two calico strips 40 - 50 mm wide.
iii. Four pieces of marbled paper

approximately 15mm nanower than the
foredge width of the folded ledger sheets.
The colour of these sheets should be
harmonious with the buckram or
boakcloth selected.

iv. Four sheets of plain ledger paper (the
same size as the sheets ruled for the
book).
Tb avoid waste, half of these may be
rejec* from the ruling operation rather
than plain sheets, as only one will be
visible when the book is completed.

* Grain direction in all of the above should be
parallel to the spine for ease of working and
contol of cockling.

L,2.2 Fold the buckram strips in half to mark the
c€ntre, with the face side innermost, then re-
open them.

I.2.3 Glue one strip and lay a pair of folded ledger
sheets onto the strip flush at the head. Butt
together the folds of the sheets at the fold-
mark in the cloth.
Rub down the cloth with your thumb and fold
the endpaper in half on the pre-formed crease
in the material. Rub down the fold with a
bone folder to ensure adhesion and a neat fold.* Tlrc buckram must ttow be in tlrc cente of
the fold - not around the outside.

1,2.4 Repeat the above operation for as many
endpapers as are required.
* Endpapers nust be made in WyS, If rejected
ruled sheets are being used for one side in
order to reducewaste, the reject sheet should
fall on the left side of the front endpaper od
on the right side of the back.

1.2.5 t ay the endpaper open again with the foredge
of one half facing you. Glue out a piece of
marbled paper with a tftiz film of PVA
adhesive; lay it squarely onto the ledger sheet,
glued side up, flush at the head and
overlapping the cloth joint by 1.5 - 2mm.
[.eave fora few seconds for the marbled sheet
to stabilize.
* Animal glue may discolour the plain ledger
shees.
Carefully fold the endpaper closed again onto
the marbled sheet and rub down with your
hands.

1.2.6 Repeat this operation, this time Iaying the

second marbled sheet (again with the glued
side up) to exactly cover the -first before

closingihe endpaper again and rubbing down'
Ttris iitt ensurb ihat ihe amount of buckram
exposed is exactly the same on both sides of
the fold.* Make sure that the marbled pattern is
corrtinuous and not reversed on either side of
the joittt.

1.2.7 tav tire endDaper on the bench with the inner

lptain; nyte'af'uppermost and with the spine
fbld level with the edge of the bench.
Glue out the calico itrip and lay flush with
the head and extending no more than 10 -
12mm onto the endPaPer.
Rub down gently with your thumb and then
tum the whdte eriopaperbuer so that the spine
is away from you and the remaining glued area

of the calico striP is upPermost.
Gently tum in the remaining (wide side) of the
calico over the spine and onto the outer leaf of
the endpaper and rub down with your fingers.
* No afr pockets should be left in the fold but
care shoild be taken not to stretch the calico.

Fig. 2 Reinforce endpapers

L.2.8 Either hang over a line to dry or leave betwecn
boards under light Pressure.* If pressing is considered necess-ary-insert a
wdxid sheei to prevent the marbled linhgs
sticking together.

1.3 Make up split boards
Cover boards for spring back account books are made
up as 'split' boards into which a 'tongue' (constructed
aiound ihe outside leaf of the made up endpaper) is
inserted in order to attach them to the book. They
consist of a thin board and one or more thicker boards
stuck together. Making the boards well in advance is
essential to give them time to dry under pressure and

become rigid'before use. PVA is not recomntended as

it remains more flexible after setting than paste.

1.3.1 Cut cover boards of appropriate thickness to at
least 15mm larger than the folded endpapers in
each direction.
The thin board should be of 600 - 1300 ums
thick and cut with the grain direction parallel
to the spine.
* This will lessen the tendency of the board to
show crack ntarks when you open it to glue in
the tongue later.
The thicker part of the board can be a single
board or made up of two or more boards
laminated together.
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Fig. 3 Make up boards

* Some binders prefer to cross laminate these
with the grain direction of each layer at right
*g.les to the one next to it (like three-ply
tiryber) in order to provide a more rigid boiri.
If this is done at least half of ihe board
thickness should have the grain parallel to the
spine.
*Thickness of the made up board should be
proportional to the size and thickness of the
book to be bound.

L.3.2 Using paste as an adhesive, cover two thirds
of the thick board with adhesive and lay on the
thinner board flush with the dry edge ind one
end.
* As with the endpapers these are made up as
pairs.The thicker slrcet will ,rot curl as qu{ckly
as the thin one if pasted and is therefori more
likely to reyilt in a flat made - up board .* If sufficient drying time is available before
the boards are needed thick paste is prefeiable
because of its rigidily, otherwise use 

'animal

glue as it drys more quickly.
1.3.3 Place between clean pressing boards and press

firmly until required.

2. Sewing

2.1_ Mark up the spine for sewing
2.L.1 Cut 50mm wide strips of buckram (long

grain) _lgng enough to be used as'sewing
tapes. When trimmed $ter sewing they wil
need to extend about 40mm onto'each
endpaper. The required number will vary
according to the page size of the book. Three
are sufficient for a trimmed page size of A4 or
foolscap folio. If the dist-ance between the
tapes is more than 80mm the inclusion of an
additional tape should be considered.
* Buckram'tapes' are folded in half to 25mm
wide.* Webbing may be inserted into the folded
buckram'tapes' for atra s trength.

2.1.2 Gather the endpapers onto the folded and
reinforced sections and knock up squarely to
head and spine.
+ Make sure that the waste sheets are to the

- ousidc. not against the sections ofthe book.
2.1.3 Mark up tne Uook spine for sewing.

Kettlestitches should be approximately 25mm
from each end af'ter trimming. If this is close
to a ruled line on the sheet it may be useful to
position the kettlestitch on the line.* By doing this it is much easier to pierce
holes accurately from the inside of the sectiott.
The folded tapes should be evenly spaed
along the spine between the kettle stitches.

Fig. 4 Mark up sections

2.2 Prepare kettlestitch reinforcements
2.2.1, Cut eight strands of four cord linen thread to

twice the length of the buckam sewing tapes.
2.2.2 Thke four of the strands and double them over

so that all the loose ends are together.
Tie all these loose ends together close to the
end with a simple overhand knot.

2.2.3 Tie the opposite end of the reinforcement
cords in two separate 'legs' of four strands
each.* The cord should now resemble a wbh bone.

Fig. 5 Kettlestitch reinforcement

2,3 Sew the front endpaper
2.3.1 Thread a needle with four-cord linen sewing

thread.
* Four cord linen thread is usually wed for
maximum strength and durabiliry.
* Control of spine swelling is an important
factor and must be corcidered both durilry and
after sewing.

2,3,2 Place the book towards the centre of the bench
with the spine away from you and the head to
the right (if right handed).
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Tirmble the top endpaper over so that the
sDine now faces vou.
i Arrorrrrt bool<s are wually sewrt witlrcut tlrc
aid of a sewing fi'ame.

2.3.3 Insert the needle through the head kettlestitch
mark and pull the thread through the hole
leaving approximately 100mm of the thread
protruding.* This will be incorporated into the
kettlestitch.

2.3.4 Push the needle out through the spine fold at
the second mark and back in again at the third.
Insert the first tape into the loop formed
oulside the endpaper and tension the thread.
Sew around the first tape by passing the
needle out through the second hole and back in
the third again.

2.3.5 Continue to sew around each tape in tum and
then push the needle out at the tail kettlestitch
position.* This results in a continuous visible line of
thread on the inside and a double tlread on tlrc
outside of the book o,ler the tapes.
* Thread tensiortittg will need to be adjusted at
each lnle rather than at the end of the sectiotr.
* Wrcn tensiottittg pull itt the sante directiotr
the tlread is n'avellirtg. krtsiorting b-v pulling
towards yourself at right angles to the spine is
likely to danmge sectiorts.

2.4 Sew the first section
2.4.1 Tirmble the first section over and line it up to

the spine and head of the sew'n endpaper.
2.4.2 Insert the needle at the tail kettlestitch mark

and push it back out below the bottom tape.
2.4.3 'Pick up' the threads over the tape by passing

the needle between the tape and both threads at
the endpaper before sewing around the tape as
previously.

" Pickup threads over the tapes a second tinrc
before inserting needle into tlrc third hole the
second time.

2.4.4. Continue to sew around each tape, picking up
previous threads and tensioning progressively.* knsiortirtg needs to be firm but if orler-
tight will make tlrc book ex.t,'emely dificult
to round.

2.4.5 Tie the first two sections firmly logether at
the head kettlestitch with a reef knot.

2.4.6 Attach the previously prepared reinforcements
at both kettlestitches by threading the righl
hand 'leg' of each between the endpaperand
first section and back out again.* Ihread tlrc 'leg' behind the keulestitch front
left to riglt.
* The large knot slrculd be at the bottom.* Leave the tail of these reinforcements
extending approxinntell' 40nmt below the
endpaper

2.5 Sew the second section
2.5.1 Insert the needle at the head keillestitch mark

keeping il between both legs of the
kettlestitch reinforcement and push it out at
the mark above the top tape.

2.5.2 Pick up both threadsof the prc,",iou.r secrion
over the tape.* Working from top to botlom, pass the
needle between the tape and thrcads tlmt are

between the third hole and the previous 'pick
up' point.

2.5.3 lirsdrt ttre needle into the third hole and
continue to sew the rest of the section,
picking uP over taPes but ,lo, sewing
completely around them.

2.5.4 Thread joins should always be ovel a tape as

. close as practicable to the exit hole usin-g a

knot thai will not slip such as a reef or
fisherman's knot.* This enables the tluead to be tercioned
without tlrc knot binding on the pick up point
or the re-entry lrcle.
* Joirting thrcads over a tape enables tlrc knot
rc be g7ued. It also avoids wtsiglttly bulk
' side the seciotu.* Kttot-ends may be tidied
unde r previ ous tl tre ads.

up by tucking

2.5.5 When the needle exits at the tail
should Pass between the
reinforcement.

t kertlestitch it
legs of the

* It is important to remetlrber tlnt this sJrculd
be the caie whether entering or conting out of
evet')' sectiott'

2.5.6 'Ibnsion the thread.
rlold the two legs of the reinforcement
vertically with the sewing cord between them.
Form the kettlestitch around the reinforcement
by passing the needle behind the thread

ldining the Endpaper and first section (working
irom iight to left) and then back through the
loop so formed.
Releat this process passing the needle
between the first and second sections.

2,6 Sew the third and subsequent sections
2.6.L Insert the needle at the tail kettlestitch mark,

passirtg it between tlrc legs of the reinforce-
meril, and sew the section, picking up the

exposed thread of the previous section over the

taPes.'+'Pick up tlrc tfuead between tlre pick-up
point of the previotts sectiort and the next
enfi'y nrcrk.

2.6.2 Bring the needle out at the kettlestitch mark
betwZen the legs of rhe reinforcement andlhis
time form t/rze kettlestitches around it in the
same manner as previously (2.5.6).
* The first is made between the endpaper raul
the first sectiort: the second betw'een the first
and secottd sectiotts; the third betweert tlte
secorul and third sectiots.+ The loose end of the first tltead is
incorporated irtto one leg of the reinforcement.

2.6.3 Sew the rest of the book in the same manner
with three keltlestitches for each section.
* Control swelling progressi';ely bt' knocking
down with a loaded stick or pressing by hand
with a lortg, boad w'oodert folder
+ Rententber lo sew right around tlrc tapes
when you conrc to the last sectiott and the
back endpaper.

2.6.4 When sewing is complete untie the overhand
knots in the reinforcements and cut the loops
to leave single strands.* This w,ill reduce the likelihood of the
endpapers and lea,,'es being bruised when
knocking down or cuttirtg tlrc book.
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Fig. 6 Knocking down

3. Thimming & Edge Decoration
3.1 Reduce spine swelling

3.1.1 Knock the book up squarely ro the head and
spine.

3.1.2 Reduce the spine swelling by 'knocking down,
(sometimes called 'smashing') with a 

-binder's

hammer whilst holding the book firmly by
the foredge over a steel table or knoikin!;
down iron.
* The bed of tlrc guillorine nra)' be used if carc
is taken not to dantage ilrc nmchine wirh the
hanmter the clantp being used to hold tlrc
foredge nrore firntly.* Make sure that tlrc tapes and kettlestitclt
reinforcentents are'out, (i.e, not between tlrc
book and ruble or the book and hamnter) to
avoid bruising endpapers and leat'es of the
book or dannging the tapes.* If sectioru begin to run in, knock up the
book to the spine again imntediateiy or
per mane nt nri s -slmp i ng nn1, re s u I t.

3.1.3 The book should be then'knocked up' again,
tumed over and then 'knocked down' from the
other side.* Unlike letterpress binding, the book will
not be tbacked', It is an adiantage to remove
aq muc! of the spine swelling as possible
since the book will be pressbd ifter the
pastittg-up operation at which point excess
swelling will result in an accentuated rowtd.

3.1.4 Tension the tapes to remove any gussets that
have developed during knocking ilown.

3.2 Tip the first and last sections
3.2.1 Fold a sheet of waste paper diagonally across

!h9 grain. The sheet should be longei at the
fold than the spine lengrh of the book.

3.2.2 Place the boo( on the "bench, front uppermost
with foredge towards you. Open the book at
the end of the first section and place the waste
sheet on the first page of the second section
paralle-l to the spine and approximately 3 -
4mm from it.
Using the index finger, apply a film of
undiluted paste to the exposed area of the
second section.
Close the book and make sure that the
sections are perfectly aligned at the spine and
head.
* Care shouldbe taken to prevent paste being

sprcad accidertly ov116 67liag.fit pages,

Fig. Z Tip ffust and last sections

3.2.3 Tirm the book over and repeat the operation
to the last section of the book.* Tippirtg supports the sewing of these
sectiortsw,hich are subject to nrore strain than
other sectiorts ofthe book.

3.3 Tip up the spine
Tipping up (applying two narrow strips of glue to the
spine of the book between the tapes) makes accurate
trimming easier and reduces the tendency of sections to
'stagger' at the foredge when rounded, a particular
danger with books comprised of thick sections. This
application of glue will also prevent the sections
moving and disturbing the pattem after the foredge has
been marbled.

Desirable round Staggered effect

Fig. 8 Good and bad rounding

3.3.1 Knock the book up squarely to the head and
spine and place on the gluing board on the
edge of the bench with spine towards you.
Place a piece of board (booklength) on top of
the book flush with the spine.
* Tapes and kettlestitch reinfurcentents should
be 'in' (placed agairct the endpapers in such a
way that they catt't be accidentally glued).

3.3.2 Check viscosity of glue and reduce with
boiling water if necessary. (Cold water will
chill the glue). Glue that is too thick tends to
crack during rounding.

3.3.3 Apply a narrow line (3mm) of thin glue to the
spine at either end of the book between the
end tape and the kettle stitch reinforcement.
Rub glue in along the spine with the thumb
in order to spread the glue as thinly as
possible.+ Check that there is glue between eaclt
sectiotr.
* Make sut'e tlnt the glue doeat't get on to the
ends of k et t I e st i t ch rei nforc ente nt s.
* Many binders prefer to glue two contplete
spine panels on ledger bindings.
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Fig. 9 Tip up spine

MOROCCO BOUND

3.3.4 lGock up the book immediately to the head
and.spine (in that order) and staik squarely on
the bench.*,\e spi-ne. of tlrc book will need to overhang
the bench (or a stawboard blocb to avoid Z
'lean'.developing due to the siight spine
swelling.
*.To keep bench clea4 btocking-up should be
done on waste paper or a paring stone.* Be careful not to-get itue onto the
kettlestitc h rei nforc emen s whin knoc king-up.

3,4 Trim the foredge* For safety reosons it is essential thil you have been
instructed in the use of the guiliotine before
commencing thls step. If freferre1, a plough miy be
usea lor tnmmtng.

' \immlng. b.9n9. of thc most crucial operarions in
the whole binding sequence. Books ihat are not
trimmed correctlv at the first attempt are likely to be
irrqoable.

3.4.1 Switch on the guillotine and make sure the
false clamp plare is in posirion.

3.4.2 Check the'clamp pressdre.
* 1M0kg.2h9uli 6e sfficient for books up to
5btm thick.

3.4.3 Check suitability of rhe guillotine blade and
cutting_stick by trimmin! a stack of waste
fp9r. If undesirable chips are detected the
blade will need to be chaneed.

lGaps iry the blade can"be detected if it is
ittspectedwith a sheet of white paper insertetl
beween tlrc blade and the ctami. '* If cutting src& rs worr\ the knife nnv need
to be lowered" or the stick chanpel.
rWaste sheets placed under ihe book when
cutting may help in the short term.3.4.4 Determine the trimmed size and the requircd
head trim of the book.3.4.5 Set the backgauge to the required foredse sDe.
Place the book in the machlne with thE spine
knocked. up squarely to the backgauge and cut
me roredge.* Take care ilnt the ends of the tapes are not
between the spine and ttu bicksauie.

Make sure that boih lietttestitch
reinforcements are between the ribs of thte
backgauge so they do not tltow tlre 

-boik 
out

ofsquare.
3.4.6 Check that the foredge has ben trimmed

cleanly and squarely.

- - 3.5 Marble the foredge
Mix gum for marbling by"slowly adding

caragem powder to cold water while beating at
high speed in a mixer and leave it to stand
ovemight.* Three level tablespoons of caragem will
make 8 - 10 litres of gum.

3.5.2 Dissolve 30 - 60 grammes of alum in 600
mls of warm water and leave to cool.
* Alum water (an acidic substance) is needed
to enable the colours to stick to tle edge of
the book.

3.5.3 Pour the gum into a clean marbling trough or
photographic tray to a level which will enable
the tips of your marbling combs to reach the
surface.
* Strainthe gum through a nylon stocking if
tEcessary.
* Place o cover wer thc trough until ready for
use to keep oui dust.
Place'a small amount of gum in a cup or
small container for use when marbling head
and tail.

3.5.4 Using a small brush, thoroughly mix gouache
poster colours in the proportions of approxi-
mately 25mm of colour from the tube to
50mls water.
* Additional colours may be added to obtain
the lwe required.* The colours generally used for Dutch
marbling are red, blue, green and orange.
Black was once used by some marblers as well
as the others,
Add to the colours 6 - 8 drops of ox gall
mixed with alcohol in the proportions of
30:1.

Ox gall makes colours spread.
3.5.5 Skim the surface of the gum with a wooden

skimmer the width of the trough.
* A strip of newsprint 50mm wider thon the
trough may be wed. Change them afier every
skim.
* Skimming removes dust particles and breala
tlrc surface tension of the gu4 erubling the
colours to spread more readily.

3.5.6 Test the colours by dropping a drop on the
surface of the gum immediately afler * G
skimming it. Add further ox gall one drop at a
time until the required rate of spreading is
achieved.
+ If colours sink more ox gall may required or
the gum may be too thick.

3.5,7 Knock the book up to the foredge between
wooden marbling boards and tie it firmly with
sash cord or clamp it with G clamps af either
end.
* The boards should be at least as long as the
book from head to tail.* The edges of the boards should be flush with
the foredge.3.5.8 Alum wash the foredge using a small sponge
having squeezed out the excess moisture..* This should be left for five or ten minutes
before dipping as the colour will run away
from a wet surface.

3.5.9 Skim the surface of the gum and quickly lay
the colours onto the gum in line-s rurinin!
across the trough using a blunt stick for each
colour.
* A number of these se4 evenly spaced, into3,5.1
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another piece ofwoodntay be used to lay on a
number of colours at the one time,

Fig. 1O Garrg marbling stick

* The boldness of the pattern should be
relative to the size of the book.+ The colours should not spread enough to
meet each othen There should be a distinct
band of clear gum between each
One sequence of colours for Dutch is red,
blue, red, green, orange although other
sequenc€s such as red, orange, red, blue, green
are not uncommon.
* Repeat the sequence until the whole area of
the trough is covered.

3.5.10 Crmb the colours once by running a broad
comb (say 10mm between the teeth) the
Iength of the trough.* The spacing of the teeth should be relative
to the size of tlrc book and the width of the
bands ofcolour* Tips of the comb should just touch the
8um.
Run a stylus backwards and forwards across
the trough between the reds in serpentine
fashion.

3.5.11 Dip the book lowering one end before the
other in a smooth continuous motion and
wash excess gum from the edge under running
water. The book should be left to dry before
continuing.
Skim the surface of the gum to remove
unused colours and cover it until required.

3.5. Glue up the spine
3.6.1 Knock the book up squarely to the head and

spine and place on gluing board at the edge of
the bench with the spine towards you.
A piece of board (book length) may be placed
on top of the book flush with spine to prevent
glue getting onto the endpapers, kettlestitch
reinforcements and tapes.
* Tapes should be 'in' as they were for tipping
up.

3.6.2 Check the viscosity of animal glue and reduce
with boiling water if neccssary.
* Thick glue restricts the opening of a book,
It will probably crack during roundirtg otd
result in an insecure fowtdation for the spine
linings (clothings).

3.6.3 Apply an even film of thin animal glue with a
brush, ensuring that there is glue between
each of the sections for their entire length.
Rub well in with your thumb or a small piece
of waste mull to ensure complete coverage
and to remove excess glue.

Glue between sections Too much glue

Fig. l l Glue up spine

MOROCCO BOUND

* Only the thirutest possible film of glue
should remain.
*Take care not to get any glue onto tlrc loose
ends of the kettlestitch reinforcements.

3.6.4 Immediately knock up the book on a clean
surface to the head and foredge (in that order)
and stack squarely on the bench until just
dry.
* The spine of the book will need to overluatg
the bench (or strawboard block) to avoid a
'lean' developing due to the slight spine
swelling.* Knoiking-up on a clean paring stone is
advbable - care being taken not to damage tle
marbledforedge.

3,7 Round the book
3.7 .1 Check that the glued spine is just dry.

* If too dry, tlie glue nrc1' be softened'with
hot water applied with a piece of cotton waste
or sponSe.

3.7.2 Place the book on the bench with the spine
away from you.

Hold the foredge of the book with the thumb
and draw tne top sections of the book lowards
you with the other four fingers of the left hand
(if rigtrt handed). The right hand can help
initialty by pulling the top sections towards
you from around the sPine.

3.7.3 While continuing to 'apply pressure to the
book with the left hand as described above,
pick up the hammer in the right hand and
holding the handle close to the head, strike the
spine of the book with firm vertical 'pushes'
until the book develops a distinct slant.

Fig. 12 Round the Book
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initially by pulling the top sections towards
you from around the spine.

3.7.3 While continuing to apply pressure to rhe
book with the left hand as described above,
pick up the hammer in the right hand and
holding the handle close to the head, strike the
spine of the book with firm vertical 'pushes'
until the book develops a distinct slant.* Hammer blows should be more of
ma.nipulative pushing than the swifi,
swinging blows associated with driving nafls.

3.7.4 Tirrn the book over and repeat the last two
steps until the slant is formed in the opposite
direction.

3.7.5 Stand the book on one end on the bench,
holding it firmly with one hand around the
spne.
Form the rounded shape by pushing the
middle of the foredge with the second knuckle
of the other index finger.
* Shape of the round should be slightly more
than the third of a circle assqciated with
lenerpress work.
* If ircuffcient round b obtained repeat from
3.7.2
* If ucessive round results knock the book
up agai4to the spine and re-slmpe gently with
the hands.

3.8 Paste up the first and last leaves
'Pasting-up'the first and last leaves ofthe book to the
innermost part of the endpapers forms a 'stiff flv leaf
which reinforces the book, 6onceals the calico iining
s_triF al this point-and ensures that the first opening oT
tlle booF is-a double page spread (or folio) rather rhin a
singJe leaf.- This is intportant sirtce many accourrt
books are designed for-we in folio ratlrcr'tlnt, page
format.

3.8.1 Open the book between the last leaf of the
front endpaper and the first page of the book.
*-Thit lt thZ point where thb ialico linings of
the endpaper and section face each oher. 

'

3.8.2 If considered necessary,-place a waste sheet a
little larger than the book between the first
two leaves of the section to prevent glue
accidentally encroaching onto 

-the 
marbled

foredge.
3.8.3 Using PVA or paste, apply a thin even coat

of adhesive to the firsi leaf of the section.
Remove the waste sheet and close the
endpaper making sure that the spine folds
remain flush.* The first leaf of the section will stretch
wlrcn adhesive is applied artd nuut be trinmted
when dry with a knife and straightedse.
*_Animal glue will discolour the fli leaf and
should not be used.

3.8.4 Tirm the book over and quickly repeat the last
three steps on the other paste - upieaf.

3.8.5 Place rhd book betweeri pressin! boards with
the tapes and kettlestitctr reinfoicemenls ,out,

and press &eauily until dry.
* Always ensuie that yoi ,rt" a pair of clean
pressing boards larger than the bbok.* The book should be placed in rhe centre of
the boards, not with ihe spine ot,erhanging
tlw edge.* Excess spine swelling will result in an

accafiutedrowtd,
3.8.6 Tiim the stiff fly leaves flush with the rest of

the foredge of the book with a knife and
straightedge.* A sheet of zinc or tin is useful to place
betueen the stiff leaf and the rest of the book
when trinming.

3.9 Tirim the tail and head
Marblingof headandtail is canied out dter rounding
to avoid disturbing the pattern. Tiimming the tail and
head 'in the round' gives a more even edge than
rounding after trimming.

3.9.1 Set backgauge for tail trim (finished size +
head trim).
Place the book squarely into the machine with
the head against the back gauge, foredge
against the side lay; tapes and kettlestitch
reinforcements 'out'.
* Choose the side-lay which will result in the
krife action being 'into' the spine ratlrcr than
away from it for a cleaner cut of section
folds.

3.9.2 Keeping the head of the book against the
backgauge and the bottom leaves of the book
against the side-lay. Fan the book back from
the side-lay until all the leaves at the foredge
are supported undemeath.* If tlis is neglected the trimming of tlrc
unsupported area of the foredge will be
distorted

3.9.3 If spine swelling is still significant, place a
compensation pad of fanned out paper on top
of the book to avoid distortion during cutting.
Bring down the clamp.

3.9.4 Pack the unsupported area of the spine with
waste sheets to avoid distortion when
trimming.

3.9.5 Tiim the tail of the book.

Pack to avoid chipping

Fig. 13 Trim tail of book

3.9.6 Reset the backgauge to finished head-tail size,
tum the book over, fan, pack and trim the
head in exactly the same manner as the tail.

3.10 Marble the head and tail
3.10.1 Tie up one end of the book between marbling

boards and alum wash the edge.
* Leave for five or ten ninutes to dry,

3.10.2 Skim the gum and lay on the colours in the
same order as for the foredge, combing and
running the stylus thrt;ugh the colours as
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before to duplicate the pattem.
3.10.3 Take some clean gum from the small

container in which you placed it earlier and
using your finger or a small sponge apply it
to the foredge of the book on the tied up end.* This will prevent the colours taking to the
foredge andforming a double pattern.* Gum needs to cover about 15 - 20mm of
the foredge length for safety.

3.10.4 Dip the book, spine corner first using a
smooth motion as before, wash gum from the
ed,ge under running water and allow to dry for
a few minutes.
* Take care to ensure that tlrc book is dipped
in the direction ensuring the patteii is
contirutous arotnd the three edges.* The gum placed on the end of the foredge
will also need to be washed off.

3.10.5 Tie up the remaining edge and marble it in the
same manner.

4. Spring and Board Attachment
4.1 Cut stiffeners and make tongues

4.1.1 Cut two pieces of 1300um board for the
stiffeners. Ib calculate the length of these,
place pencil marks on the outside of the
endpapers mid-way belween each kettlestitch
reinforcement and the tape closest to it. The
stiffeners should be as long as the distance
between these two marks. The width should
be one quarter the width of the book (spine to
foredge).

' The stiffene4 or lifter, acts cts a lever to
open the spring when the board is opened.* The stiffener is most effective when cut
short grain (with fie grain direction parallel to
head and tail edges).

4.1.2 Pare both ends and one long edge with a knife
to achieve a long bevel.* This will make the stiffener less noticeable
under the endpaper on the finished book.* Many binders, instead of paring, prcfer to
cut the stiffeners long grain (aboit 50nm
longer and double the calculated width) and
tear them to achie,"'e a featlwred edge.

4.1.3 Slit the folds of the exposed ends of the
buckram sewing tapes with a knife.* Shortly these will be glued together and
ircerted into the tongue.

4.1.4 Place the book on the bench with the foredge
towards you and lay the tapes and kettlestitah
reinforcements back over the spine. Check the
viscosity of your animal glue and dilute if
necessary. Working from the centre outwards,
glue out the top sheet of the endpaper.* Titke care to avoid soiling ili idges of tlrc
book with the adhesive.* The remaining steps in this operation (4.1.5
to 4.1-.8) should be performedquicklybefore
the glue has time to-,chill,.

4.1.5 Lay the stiffener onto rhe glued endpaper
using the pencil marks as-a guide.- The
ttnpared edge is laid flush with the spine fold
of the endpaper.

4.I.6 Glue out the stiffener and stick down the inner
layer of buckram tapes and the kettlestitch
reinforcements at risht angles to the sDine.* Pull the tapes firmly"as you pit thent

down,* Lay down the strands of the keulestitch
reinforcements side by side to rc&re
unsightly bulk.* Don't be tempted to fan out the kettlesitch
reinforcementsbr they may be danuged wlen
tle tabs are cut to allow for the runt - ins.

4.1.7 Glue these tapes and stick down those
remaining.* If webbirry reinforcements lnve been
ircerted into the buckram 'tapes' tlrcy will
ako need to be glued down.

4.1.8 Fold over the glued endpaper over so that the
foredge is flush with its spine fold and rub
down thoroughly with a folder.

4.L.9 Insert a 'fence'of 600um board or waxed paper
to prevent the dampness striking through and
wrinkling the book.

4.1.10 TLm the book over and make up the other
tongue in the same manner.

4,2 Cut and attach clothings
4.2.1 Cut the clothings (leather spine linings) from

offcuts of soft good quality leather.
Those to be used at either end of the spine are
cut slightly longer than the distance between
the end tapes and the edge of the book. The
remainder are cut to fit between the remaining
tapes. The width is measured so that, when
wrapped around the spine, the edges are level
with the ends of the sewing tapes.
* Dontt waste time and effort persevering with
stiff leather for this job.

4,2.2 Pare all edges on the flesh side exrept the
edges of the end clothings which will over-
hang the head and tail.* These will be trimmed with shears after
tluy are attacled

4.2.3 Check the viscosity of the animal glue and
reduce if necessary. A medium thickness glue
is necrssary for this operation.
4 The glue n ust have xfficient tack to stick
quickly.
* Too thick a glue will restrict tlrc ability of
the book to open. In addiiort, it will pobably
clill before the clothings can be rubbed dawq
effecting adhesion

4.2.4 Place the book on the gluing board with the
spine towards you and glue up the spine with
a thin, continuous film of animal glue.
Immediately glue the flesh side of the
clothings and lay them in place on the
uppermost tongue between the tapes, level
wilh their ends. Press these firmly onto the
tongue with the palms of your hands.
TLm the book over with the spine away from
you and draw the clothings over the spine as
tightly as possible. Press down onto the
tongue with your hands and rub down the
spine thoroughly with a folder.
* Corsideroble effort is needed to pull on the
clothings on and to rub them down - especi-
ally over the keulestitch reinforcenrents.
* Clothings may be attached singly if speed is
lacking on the part of the binder or weather
conditioru are such tlwt the glue is chilling
too quickly.

4.2.5 Using binder's shears trim the overhanging
ends flush with the book edges.
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4.3 Tear and cut the tongues
4.3.1 Tear the tongues lengthwise outside the

clothings to achieve feathered edges.
* kar tlrc paper close to the stiffener but ,tot
the stiffener itself.

4.3.2 Tiim the ends of the tongues at a slight angle
away from the head and tail edges.* Spine fold is flush at the head and tail,
tapering away- approxinmtely 5mm at tlrc
other edge.* This makes tlrcm less noticeable after the
book is glued down.

4.3.3 Cut a tab at each end of each tongue with the
shears. These cuts are parallel to the head and
tail edges of the book and are made through
lhe clothings, betv,een the kettlestitch
reinforcements and the ends of the stiffeners.
They continue right up to the fold of the
endpaper.* These tabs make it possible to tunt in the
leather at each end of the book after the boards
are attaclud

4.4 Make and attach the spring
The purpose ofthe spring back is to assist the book to
lay open flat so it can be written in comfortably. This
is of particular importance in the case of books with
narrow spine margins. The spring also helps to keep
the round in the book when it is closed by clamping
the sections close to the folds. As the cover board is
opened, the stiffener, or lifter, in the tongue prises the
spring open slightly. Once the coverboard is opened
more than half way, the spring again contracts,
resulting in a pinching effect which throws the spine of
the sections upwards at the point where the book has
been opned.

4.4.t Calculate the dimensions of the spring.
Tbe length should be slightly longer (say
20mm) than the trimmed length of the cover
boards.* The squares on ledgers sltould be in
proportion with the size of tlrc book. (Five
millimeffes b wually corcidered adequate on a
foolscap book.)
To calculate the widtlr of the spring, place a
pencil mark on each tongue Smm in from the
splne.* This should be nnde over tlrc centre of one
of the tapes - i.e. between the clothings.
Take a narrow strip of paper and wrap it
tightly around the spine at this point. Mark
the strip at the points where the previous
marks were made on the tongues. Remove the
paper strip and measure the distance between
the two marks.

4.4.2 Cut a piece of 1300um board to the
dimensions calculated above. This must be
long grain in order to roll the spring
effectively.
* If mill board is available, a single thichtess
spring is sufficient for a light book.* For lrcavier books, where ntorc tlmn one
thichtess is necessarl,, this piece will lie
closest to the book spine wlrcn the spring is
attached
Cut a second piece of 1300um board to the
same length but 3mm wider.* This extra width is ,recessar), so that tlrc

edges finish up llush after rollirtg.
* 1se-of a thiTker board than 130hms is not
reconmiended as it can crack when rolling or
during use. By usittg two or nrcre boards of
this ialliper and laminating them with lrct
animal gfirc, tlrcy are softened, nnking rolling
possible. The hardening of tlrc glue, when set,'helps to keep the spring in the required
tensiott.* If more than two boards are considered
neiessary for a lrcavy boolc, each additional
board should be 3mm wider than tlrc pret'iotts
o'rc'

4.4.3 Cut a wrapper for the spring from stout kraft
paper or manilla. This should be the same
iength and slightly less than three limes the
widlh of lhewidesr board cut for the spring.* Grain directiott of this lining nutst be
parallel with the spine of the book for ease of
turning-irt and rolling.

4.4.4 Select a roller for the spring. These are
traditionally of timber, turned to the shape of
a cylinder. It should be at least 100mm longer
than the spring and have a diameler close to
the thickness ofthe book.
* Some binders select a roller 3ntm smaller in
diameter tlnn the book thickness at tlrc spine.
A piece of buckram or stout kraft paper is
tipped along one end and attached along the
full length of the roller. This is the same
length ai the roller and should be at least half
a metre long. Its purpose is to contain the
spring and make it easier lo roll.

4.4.5 Ensuie that a source of heating is available
(and switched on) to heat and soften the spring
immediately before rolling. A naked gas

flame is ideal.* This must be close to the area in which
you will nnke and roll the spring as no time
can be wasted.
Check that you have a medium to large
pressing board handY.

4.4.6 i In ilaking tlrc-spring, you must-work
swiftly so you can roll it while the..softening
effici of tlie heat and moisture is still presertt
Uiing animal glue that is not too thick' -glue
out the upper iurface of the widest board and

centre the next smallest board on top of it. If
more than two boards are being used for the

spring, continue to glue the upper surface of
these and position the next smallesl board on
top.
* Glue slrculd be worked well irtto all surfaces
to which it is applied in order to soften then.
Glue the lining paper and place the laminated
board onto the centre of it.
* The wider board slrould be on tlrc botton.
This gives the otttside of the spring .a snrcotlt
surfice, the overlapping turn.-ins beitrg
concealed on tlrc ircide of the spring, ,,eil to
tlte book.
Glue the upper surface of the top board. TLrn
in both fidps of the lining paper tightly
against the edges of the board and rub down
with a folder.

4.4.7 Without delay, pass the spring quickll:
backwards and forwards through the gas flame
to soften it further.
* Heat both sides irt ttttr:. taking care not to
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bake the spring or it will beconte lmrd and
briule.

4.4.8 Place the roller in front r.lf you on the edge of
the irench with the unrolled buckram wrapper
away from you.
Place the spring on the buckram, up against
the roller.* The smallest board of tlrc spring must be
upPermost,
* The edge of the uppermost flap of the kraft
spring lining should be aw,ay fiont yort.
Making sure that the spring does not slip
forward, roll the roller away from you until
the spring and all the buckram is wrapped as
tightly as possible around it.

4,4.9 Tum the roller at right angles to the edge of
the bench, overhanging ir slightly. The
buckram wrapper must be seen to spiral in an
ani-clockwise direction from the point at
which it is tipped to the roller.* This is to prevent the wrapper fi'om
unwinding duriig rolling.
Stand so you are facing the left end of the
bench. Place the left end of lhe pressing board
on top of the roller. The right end of the board
should be resting on the bench. Rest your
right fore-arm along the pressing board and
grasp the left edge of the board with your right
hand. Your left hand should support the end of
the roller where it overhangs the bench.* The spring itself should not overhang the
bench - only the end of the roller.
Roll the spring by pushing the pressing board
forwards for its full length over the top of the
roller.* This will cause the roller to move in an
anti -c lo c kwi s e direc ti ort.
Holding the end of the roller in rhe left hand,
slide it and the pressing board back to rheir
original positions and repeat the rolling
process until the spring has taken the exact
shape of the roller.

the length of the spring,
Support the spring with the left hand so that
the right hand edge overhangs the straight-ed-se
by 5mm.* The outside of the spring should be
uppernnst.
'Break' the claw over the straight-edge by
rubbing very firmly along its length with a

heavy folder.
Ti:m the spring over so that the inner side is
uppermost and rub the claw firmly downwards
along its length in order to sharpen the 'break'.
Repeat the process with the other edge of the
spnng.

4.4.12 Place the spring on the bench, claws down,
with a pressing board butted up against each
long edge. Placc weights on both of these
pressing boards to hold the spring in shape.
The spring should be now left to set hard
before attaching to the book.
*Altenrutives are to place tlrc spring in tlrc
backing press under light pressure or between
the clanp and gauge of a board chopper.

4.4.13 Cut a piece of unbleached calico slightly
shorter than the distance between the tab cuts
on the tongues. It should be wide enough to
exlend from the edges of the clothings on one
tongue around the spine to the conesponding
place on lhe other tongue.
* I/ris ls cut with the grain directiort parallel
to the spine.
Place the calico into the spring so that the
grain is along the spine and an even amount
hangs out either side.
Mark the calico at the claws.
Remove the calico and fold it on the marks.

4.4.L4 Check the viscosity of the glue and adjust it if
necessary.
Place the calico on a piece of waste paper and
glue the section that fits into the spring.
* Take carc not to glue tlrc flaps. Mask w'ith
't+'aste paper if necessary,

tay the glued calico into the centre of the
spring and rub down.* This should be left to dry beforc attenryti,tg
to attach tlrc spring to the book or it may be
dblodged.

4.4.15 When the calico in the spring is completely
dry, slide the spring onto the bcok spine from
one end.
* Make absolutely sure tlnt tlrc claw,s ate set
evenll, sqx each of the four contet's of the
spure,
Glue each flap of calico in turn and rub down
onto the tongue.

4.5 Trim and attach the cover boards
4.5.1 Tiim both boards with two square edges.* One of these should be the open, or spine

edge,
* Do ttot tt'in, too nruch off tlrc open edge of
the board or you may ha,"'e insuficient 'split'
in wlich to insert tlrc tongue.

4.5.2 Determine lhe head and tail square appropriate
to the size and thickness of the book. Tiim
both boards to length using the previously cut
square edge as the lay.

Fig. 14 Roll sPring

4.4.10 teave the spring wrapped around the roller for
five minutes or so to harden.
Remove the spring from the roller and check
that it has been rolled evenly and is not
twisted. If it does have a slight screw to it, it
can be adjusted by hand at this point.

4.4.11 The 'claws' of th6 spring must now be formed
so thar the spring will grip the book.
Place a long, heavy stlaight-eclge in the
backing press so that it protrudes at one end.* The amount protrudiig ntust be longer than
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4.5.3 Insert the tongue into the split board leaving a
groove between the edge of the board and the
spnng.* The size of this is one thickness of sash
cord plus two thicknesses of leather (approx.
7 - 8mm in all).
Mark the foredge square in proportion to the
head and tail squares and trim fhe foredge of
both boards.* Provided the book has been trimmed and
rounded correctly and the spring has been
attachedevenly, both boards should be the
sone sue.

4.5.4 Cutting vertically with a sharp knife, 'back
cornerr the boards by removing a small
triangle of board (say 2mm) from the spine
edge at both head and tail.t This softerc the back corners and lessens
wear on the covering material as well as
making he ad- se t ting e asicr
+ Do tat touch the foredge corners mless you
want round comers,

4.5.5 Lightly pare along rhe spine edge of each
board on the ircide (i.e. the side-facing the
endpaper).

' This will make the split board less
noticeable through the endpaper when it is
glaeddown

4.5.6 Check the viscosity of the animal slue aDd
adjust if_necessary.-Carefully open tEe'split,
in one board and glue both-of the inher
surfaces.* Ibke care to avoid cracking tlrc thin board
when opening and gluing.
Quickly insert the tongue into the split and
set the squares evenly.* The tabs are not inserted into the board.
They are left between the cover board and the
endrypr
Repeat the process with the other board and
place the book between clean pressing boards
and press very heavilly until dry.r Make sure that the spring is rtot pressed.
Th9 pressing boards should be flwh with the
spke edge of the cover boards. 

-

* Suficient pressure is required to lantinate
the splil board at the sqiares where it is
uruupported by tlrc text.

5. Preparation for covering
5.1 Trlm and bruise the spring ends5.1.1 Hold the book under the left arm-, supporting

the spine with the left hand. Tiim the-dnds oT
the spring with the shears in a slight dome
slape. They should be flush with the edges of
the boards at the claws and slightly higf,er in
the centre of the spring.* Thb guarantees that the spring just covers
the spine edge of the sectioru so ihat a neat
headcq can be set.* The extent of the dome may be varied to
compensate for a spring that does not fit as
snugly ?s normal n the spine bur if rco'large
results in an unsightly heidcap.5.1.2 Snip off the come* of the'sprins with the
shears to achieve a similar effe'o td the back_
comering of the boards.

5.1.3 Using the peen of the binder,s hammer, bruise

the ends of the spring to simplify head'
setting. This should be done carefully and
gradually. The outer sudace of the spring
(next to the covering material) reeives very
little, if any, bruising while the inner surface
(next to the book) is hammered down until it
touches the edges of the leaves.
+ Be careful not to hit the edges of the leaves.
* No daylight should be visible between the
spinq and the spring.

Cross section of spring

Fig. 15 Cross section of spring

5.1.4 Having achieved the desired shape, mould the
ends of the spring back to their original
position with your fingers.* This will enable the ends to be fitrther
softened with hot water and p$te at a later
stage without damaging the book edges. It
also simplifies the urning in of the leather.

5.2 Cut and pare covering material
5.2.I If the book is to be half covered, mark out the

book in pencil as indicated.
* B should be one ftfth of A.

* Corners must be at 45".

Fig. 16 Covering proportions

5.2.2 Cut a template for leather the back using
white paper and allowing 25mm for each tum-
ln.

5.2.3 Cut a template for the comers out of either
2400um or 3000um board.
* Allow 25mm rurn-ins.
* I'lu overlap at tlre corners should be one otd
a lrulf times the cover board thickness.

5.2.4 tay the template for the back on the hair side
of the skin of leather to be used and choose
the most economical method of cutting.
Avoid flaws or position them either on the
tum-ins or in areas that will be covered by
lettering pieces.
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Cut out the 'back' using a sharp knife and
steel straight edge placed on top of the
template.* Takccarewhenusing the knifu and straight
edge, Apply heavy pressure to tlre straight
edge @d light pressure to the knife. Hold the
lmrfe firmly at an acute loife angle to bench.
* Most binders have a range of templates cut
from binders board. Cutting wing a bmd
template alone as a straightedge requires great
care. Ihe knife can easilly run over tLe edge
of the board resulting in nasty cuts to the
thumb or index finger.5.2.5 Cut four leather corners by snipping around
the comer template with binders shears.* Cut corners lrom areas of the skin that qe
urcuitable for bacl<s in order to save waste.

5.2.6 Placeleatherback on a paring stone with the
flesh side up. Pare the edges of the piece in
the manner shown in the illustrations -
depending on the type of paring knife you
prefer to use.
This edging should be 4 - 5 mm wide,
tapering off to nothing at the edges.

5.2.7 Pare the edges of the comers in the same
manner.

5.2.8 Thin the turn-ins if necessary to make them
flexible enough to tum in.* The knife should still be almost flat on tlrc
surface ofthe leather* Remember that thinning the leatlwr
excessively will seriously weaken it. The
ftmdamental purpose of covering in leather is
for better protection.

6, Covering
6.1 Cover corners (if half covered)

6.1.1 Paste out the four comers with undiluted paste
and'face'them (place together in pairs with
pasted sides together).
[.eave them to soak for a few minutes to
soften the leather and for the paste to develop
tack.
* Paste out on clean white paper to prevent
marking the leather. Ink from printed sheets
(pwticularly newsprint) can'set off and ruin
the leatler

6,1.2 Lay all comers on and position at 45".
* Edges ofcorncrs should be parallel to edges
of cover boards if this is done correctly.
* Lewe suffcient corner ruck-in. This should
be one and a half times the cover board
thickness. If too large this results in
unsightly bulk.

6.1.3 Gently press comers down onto the board
with the palms of the hands.
' The turn-ins will begin to turn down over
the edges of the boards.

6.1.4 Place book flat on the bench. Lifr both top
board and text together, supporting them with
your forearms leaving the bottom board
laying flat on the b€nch. Tirm in the head and
tail, using a folder to form them squarely
around the edges of the board.i This may prove impractical on heavy
books. In this case the top board is lifted and
the corners turned in by hand and then rubbed

down with your folder.t Excessiive rubbing of pasted leather,
especially narural sheep or calf, can resuh in
p ermanent disc olour ation

6.i.5 Tuck in the corners with the lip of the folder.
Ti:m in foredge turn-ins in the same way as
the head and tail.

6.1.6 Tirm the book over and gently rub down the
outside surface of the comers with your folder.* Place white paper over the comers before
rubbing down or surface scufing may result.

6.L.7. Ti:m in the corners on the other board in the
same manner.

5.2 Cover the back
6.2.1 Paste out the leather back with thickish paste

and fold the pasted surface gently over onto
itself (without creasing it).
* Leave to soak until the leather is soft and
the paste is tacky.

6.2.2 While the leather is soaking soften the ends of
the spring, first with hot water applied with a
sponge and then by working paste in with the
fingers.
* S$ening the ends makes the heads eosier to
set and pasting them ensures that, once
moulded, they set hard.
* Avoid wettint the book edges with either
hot water or paste.

6.2.3 Working on a clean surface, Iay the leather
back to the pencil mark on one cover board
and rub down gently with your hands.
* Turn-ins should be even at both ends.
Draw the leather around the spine of the book
and onto the other board and press it into
place gently with the hands as before.* If the leather is not even on both boods
adjust it by sliding with your hands.
Using a thumb or fingers gently rub the
leather into the groove between the boards and
the spring.
* A folder may bruise the leather,
* Rubbing into the joint will help the leather
to stick to the spring.
Run your thumb along the pared edges on the
sides to make sure they are in contact with the
boatds.

6.2.4 Support the book, spine down, with the end
of the spring flush with the edge of the bench.
kt down each cover board in tum onto the
bench. Thm in the leather with the fingers and
rub down onto the boards and edges with a
folder. Close the bards.
* Make sure that any creases in the leathe6
carced by the dome -slwpe at -the end of the
spring, are smoothed out evenly.

6,2.5 Tirm the book around and repeat the process
wilh the other tum -in. Close the cover boards
again and immediately procede to the next
step while the paste is still workable.
* Do not re-open the book until the leatlrcr is
perfectly dry,

6.3 Rope up and set the heads
6.3.1 .Tie a slip knot in a length of sash cord and

place it around the book in the groove
between the boards and the spring. Pull the
rope tight.* Make sure that the knot is between the
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boads at either the head or the tail so it will
not bruise the grooves.

6,3.2 Place the roped-up book between clean
pressing boards and nip it quickly in the press
with sufficient pressure to impress the rope
into the groove.
* The boards should just cover the sash cord
but not extend over the spring .
* The pattern of the cord will be visible in the
surface ofthe leather in the groove,

6.3.3 The sash cord can now be removed and
replaced wilh a thinner cord (e.g. the five-ply
hemp cord used for sewing suports in
letterpress bindings) to allow for easier access
when setting the caps.

6.3.4 Hold the book under the left ann or stand it
on one end on the bench with the foredge
towards you. Wrap a short grained strip of
60oum board around the top end of the spring
and hold it in position with the left hand.j It should be flush with top of the cover
bmrds.
Using a heavy folder in the right hand, start to
form the caps by pressing down the softened
ends of the spring one at a time.* The caps should run at an angle from the
top of the 6o0um board to the edge of the
leaves.

6.3.5 Support the book with the left hand, spine
down, on the spotlessly clean V,nch. Thke a
pair of bookbinders shears in the other hand
and continue to shape the heads by firmly
striking the ends of the spring with the larger
ofthe handles.* Grasp the shears around the blades just
obove the handles with the handles nearest
your littb finger.* Roll the book backwards and forwards
gradually while hiting vertic ally.
+ Soiling of the headcap will occur if the
handles of the shears are rusty or if the
operation takes too long - the paste being
drawn n the surface of the leatlrcn

6.3.6 V/rap the 600um board around the spine again
and touch up the cap with a folder nipping the
leather neatly into the corners near the cord.* A round wooden folder is very useful for
this operation.* Tbke care to avoid damage to the marbled
edges with the folden

6.4 Cut cloth and cover sides
6.4.t Cut two pieces of cloth to fit the book.

+ Grain direction should be parallel to the
spine.i Allow 25mm for turn- ins on head, tail and
foredge.
' Cloth should overlap the pared edge of the
leatlur back by approx. 2 - 3mm to ensure o
smooth tarciion from leatlrcr to cloth.

6.4.2 Place book flat on the bench with foredge
towards you. Lay cloth onto the cover -
cefired head to tail and overlapping the pared
edge of leather by 2 - 3mm. Placr a small
weight on top of the cloth to stop it slipping.
* If rurn- ins are not kept even at this smge, it
is very dfficult to lay on the sides keeping
the exposed leather at the corners the same
sne,

6.4.3 Fold cloth back so it covers the pared edges of
the leather comers bY 2'3mm.
* Corners should beiolded back at ut angle of
45o to the cutedges.* The area of exposed leather at each corner
should be the same.

6.4.4 Remove the weight and the cloth side from
the book. Place the cloth flat on the bench
and open out the folded corners. Cut each

comef along the crease mark using a knife and
straight edge.

6.4.5 Cut ihe comers of the second piece of cloth to
fit back cover.
* All four corners should have been cut the
sarfle slze.

6.4.6 Check glue viscosity and adjust if necessary.
Make sure the back and comers are dry before
siding the book.
* Di^p leather under a cloth side can affect
the g[azed surface of many- bookclotlu,
partiiularly the older rypes which are not
i o ate d with nitroc ellulos e.

6.4.7 Place the book flat on the bench with the
spine away from You.
Place one cloth side, face side down, on a
large piece of clean waste PaPer.
Glue 

-out 
the cloth side with hot animal glue

and lay it squarely onto the book. Rub down
firmly-with the palms of the hands to expel
any air before attempting to turn in the
edges.
* blue application should be thin and even
and free ftom brush hairs, grit or luryP!.
* The oierlap of the pared area of thc back
should be exacily tde same as used when
marking the cloth for cutting the co,rners.
* Maki sure the urn'bu at both head aad
tail are equal in order lo etl&fie corncrs of even
sue.

6.4.8 Open the cover board and turn in the edges

hard against the edges of the board with the
fineersand rub down with a folder.
* 5o not stretch the cloth.
* Ran the edge of the folder through your hair
to grease It siightly in order to avoid
scritching the surface of the cloth.

6.4.9 Side up the other side of the book in the same
manner.

6.4.L0 t-eave the book standing up until both sides
are dry.* By' doing this the cloth will dry more
quiikly and there is /ess chance of them
[osing their lustre due to moisture
penetration,

7, Gluing Down Pressing and OPening

7.1 Infill the cover boards
If the book has been bound in a full covering style, it
may be advisable to infill the area of the cover boards
between the tum-ins with light board before gluing
down the endpapers.* Infilling is not normally undertaken on half covered
books because the thickness of the siding material does
not warrant it.
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Lift the turn-in tabs and glue the exposed
endpaper board leaf, taking care not to apply
glue to the bok edges.* The brush musiflick off the edges of the
endpaperveryquickly to avoid thb happening.
* The inexperienced may prefer to insert 4
protection sheet undcr the board leaf,
Quickly lay the tum-in tabs into position on
the glued endpaper and glue over them.

7,2.3 Retum the glue brush to the pot and close the
board onto the endpaper. Check forsquareness
and adjust if necessary.

7.2.4 Lift the cover slightly and slip in the fence
right up to the fold ofthe endpaper.
*TfinCorrectly positioned the endpapers will be

7.2,5 TLm the book over and glue down the other
endpaper in the same manner.

7.2.6 Place the book between clean, appropriately
sized pressing boards, aligning them flush with
the spine edge ofthe cover boards.
* The spring, again, should not be touched by
the boards.

7.2.7 Place the book in the centre of the press and
nip heavilly, then leave in the press under very
firm pressure overnight to dry.* Insufficient pressure will result in very
untidy paste-downs. Remember the uneven
narure of the tongue and rurn-in tabs.

7.3 Open the book
7.3.1 Lay the book flat on the table with the front

cover uppermost and the spine to your left.
Fully open the front cover.
Open a few leaves at a time, and press them
open gently.
* Tilrn the leaves by the top ight hand corner.
Continue the process until a little more than
half of the book has been opened.

7.3.2 Close the book and tum it over.
* The back cover should now be uppermost otd
the spine of the book still to your left.
Fully open the back cover, then proceed to
open the leaves in the same manner from the
back of the book.

Further processing
After binding, the books may require numbering (in
either page or folio format) and indexing as well as
finishing.

E. Chapman
[@E. Chapman 1990. All rights reserved]

7.1.1 Mark the turn-ins evenly with a pair of dividers
and trim them with a sharp knife.
t Take extreme care to avoid cutting the leather
at the hinge.

7.1.2 Measure and cut boards to fit neatly into the
un-covered area of the inside of the cover
boards. The thickness of these should be as
close as possible to the same thickness as the
tum-ins. The grain direction should be parallel
to the spine.t The infill must not exceed the turn-in
thiclouss.

7.1.3 Glue the infill material with animal glue and
lay it into position on the inside of the cover
bmrd.
, If the board has an outward warp, paste can
be used to pull the board back to the book. If
this b d.one, the infill should be reduced a liule
on the spine edge to allow for stretch.

7.1.4 Insert a protection sheet of 600um board,
which has been cut slightly larger than the
page size, between the endpaper and cover.
Close the board; place the book between
pressing boards and press firmly until dry.
* The pressing boards should be aligned wiih
the back edge of each cover board without
touching the spring.i Pressing will be simplified if the pressing
boards are twt tN much larger than the size of
the book being pressed.

7.2 Glue dovn the endpapers and press
7.2,1 Cut two'fences'of 13fi)um board a little larger

than the page size of the book.
* Thcse will be inserted between the board leaf
and the first fly leaf of each endpaper Stergluing and before. press-ir1g. They make
pressing more effecrive and form a moisntre
barrter betvveen the marbled linings of tlrc
etdpqers
* A sheet of waxed paper can also be inserted
between the board leaf and the fence, if desired.

7.2.2 Check glue viscosity and adjust if necessary.
Place the book on rhe bench and open the t<ip
cover so that it is to the left of the text.r Thin books should be placed on a strawbomd
pasting down block or paring slab. The size
should be slightly smaller than the book. The
block lifts the book up off the bench and
preyents the brwh accidently trarcferring glue
to the bench during the gluing down opeiaion.

lg"in in,1991 there will be two categories for entries:
Class 164 General Bookbindi-ne. anv hand bound book. A

oulti-scction bhding, hand so,ji on'tape" or cords Our rra,
la.ccd-into boards), rounded aad backed. lThb wording b to

- dispel atry confusion in understanding the ineaningl
Class.l65. Extra Bhding - liaditional or Contemfrrary design

Dlno[9.
Prize money has bcen increas€d in both classes.
Abbey's Bookshopo have generously added $100 value to their book

vouchers for Class 154.
Cl^cs 164 General Bindine

Fint Prize $175
SecondPrize Sl00
Third Prize $75.

CIas 165 F-xra Biadinc.
First Prize A new-First Prize of $100 from The Australian
Iyp. Q. The Guild'Iiophy will also be awarded.
Second Prize S75 froir rie Guild
Third Prize $50 from the Guild

The Guild Committee earnestly urges meDbers to nominate atrd eoter
to support the sponsorship of the prizes and maintain the interest
of the donors.

If you are not on the R.A.S. oailiag list, write to:
G.PO. Box 4317, Sydney 2001
to obtain entry foros, These will also be available from the
Guild in October 190.

Entries close: Friday 23rd November 1990.
Delivery of Exhibits: Tuesday 5th to Saturday 9th Marcb 1991.
Judging of Exhibits: 16th to 19th March 1991.
Royal Easter Show: Friday 22nd March to Monday 2nd April 1991.

You are also invited lo a preview of the Art Exbibition of lhe 1991
Royal Easter show:

Saturday 2nd March, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday 3rd March, 10 a"m. to 5 p.m.

Admission and parking free.
Credit cards accepted on sales.

RotPlcy Cortctt
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